
 

 
Role of the Head of School of Radiology 

The Head of School is the leader of a complex and at times dangerous human enterprise 
on which the welfare of patients and radiologists depends.  

The Head of School has four constituencies they must lead in. 

Trainers 
1. Training of radiologists and doctors generally depends on the discretionary effort of 

consultants. Although there is nominal funding of SPAs through the trainee educational 
tariff this rarely is acknowledged in job planning, and is inadequate where it is. Trainers 
give large amounts of their own time to radiology trainees, and the Head of School is 
key to encouraging and supporting them to continue to do so. Without this discretionary 
effort medical training would collapse. 

2. Trainers require a wide range of knowledge, skills and emotional intelligence to fulfil 
their role. TPDs and College Tutors particularly require mentoring and coaching in their 
roles by the Head of School, who must therefore be respected and have wide 
experience to do this.  

3. The Head of School is particularly responsible for faculty development, and must both 
act as a transformational leader as a role model, be respected in clinical practice and 
have full understanding of the practical issues trainers face.  

4. The Head of School must oversee trainee involvement in errors, serious incidents, 
attendance at the coroner and referrals to the GMC. They must be experienced in the 
management of this area, and able to fully support individual trainees. Without 
adequate support trainees are very vulnerable and involvement in incidents can be 
very damaging and at times dangerous for individual trainees. 

5. The Head of School must be fully conversant with all the pedagogic technology 
underlying training, from work place based assessments to the Gold Guide, and ensure 
this is embedded in how trainers function. 

Trainees 
6. The Head of School acts as a role model and sets the behavioural standards of the 

School for trainees. If the style of the Head of School is undermining or bullying the 
morale of trainees, retention and recruitment will inevitably suffer.  

7. The Head of School must be able to support trainees with special needs, both high 
achievers and those with health, emotional and behavioural issues. In particular the 
high standards of the exams means that for some trainees it becomes the first exams 
they have failed, and without proper management this can lead to exam phobia and 
panic, destroy the well-being of trainees and their families, and lead to further 
performance issues and failure to complete the training programme with the huge waste 
of resources this would entail. Critical to the empathy needed is trust by the trainee that 
the Head of School has experienced the same conflicts.  

8. Trainees who are undermined or have other conflicts with their training scheme must be 
able to seek the confidential help of the Head of School, and this is so crucial to safe 
working. The Head of School must merit the necessary trust and have the specialised 
knowledge to resolve such issues. This is an essential component of safe working, with 
the GMC and CQC acknowledging that the trainees are the 'eyes and ears' of the 
regulator. 

9. The Head of School must ensure that the ARCP process is done to the highest 
standard, from the quality of educational supervisors reports to how panels are trained 



and perform. When this is not done to the highest standards it leads to appeals which 
waste time and resources and damage morale.  

10. The Head of School provides careers advice to trainees which is critical in their decision 
making, and requires wide experience of the practice of radiology. 

GMC 
11. The Head of School has a direct responsibility to ensure the curriculum is being fully 

implemented. This requires a full clinical understanding of the craft. 

12. The Head of School leads LETB School inspection of radiology training departments, 
and this forms part of the quality control function of the LETB on behalf of the GMC. A 
non doctor and non radiologist simply does not have the working knowledge to assess 
the domains that have to be evaluated. The GMC will not accept an inspection regime 
which does not have detailed knowledge of the speciality. 

13. The Head of School leads in implementing the professionalism and leadership part of 
the Radiology curriculum which underlies behaviour. Many of the requirements from the 
GMC guidance on doctors in management and training which the curriculum delivers 
can only be met by a Consultant Radiologist as Head of School. It is questionable if an 
individual from another profession not regulated by the GMC full understand what this 
entails.  

Radiology Departments and the wider Radiologist community 
14. Departments make a sacrifice in taking trainees. The departmental environment is 

overloaded with service demand, with pressure from management to neglect resources 
for training and to push trainees beyond their limits. In the early years service delivery is 
minimal but departments invest resources because they understand they must train the 
next generation. The Head of School must command the respect of the clinical director 
and wider radiologist community if training standards are to be maintained. 

15. Radiology carries a very high consultant vacancy rate, leading to delays in reporting, 
patient safety issues and inhibiting service transformation. An increase in training 
numbers is desperately needed. The Head of School is responsible for developing the 
case for expansion and incorporating non-training hospitals in their areas. This requires 
complex negotiation at CEO, MD and CD level as well as with radiology consultants to 
be successful.  
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